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Abstract: We aimed to assess survival rate of grafted-seedling of local Durian (Durio zibethinus) in the Osingnese orchards Banyuwangi. This study mapped the location of wild seedling distribution, grafting of durian seedling, and evaluating the survival rate of grafted-seedling growth. Wild seedling mapping used GPS and coordinates of seedling and analyzed spatially using QGIS 2.8. Individual rootstock for grafting was selected from wild seedling in types of open and close canopy orchards. Grafting experiment used three red durian variants: DB, RX, and BMS as scion. Each orchard experiment 6 grafting treatments and 5 repetitions. Survival rate was observed every 2 weeks after grafting. Survival rate compared the percentage of living and dead scion. Growth models was analyzed by multivariate Clusters and biplot on PAST. The best percentage of scion survival rate shows by DB variant in the first orchard under close canopy (80%) and BMS in the third orchard in close canopy (60%). Adaptation analyzed by scion characters growth consists of three groups. The less adaptive character (first group): BMS-K1-O, BMS-K2-C, BMS-K1-O, DB-K1-O, DB-K2-O, RX-K1-O, RX-K2-O, and RX-K3-O. Second, group of adaptive character: DB-K1-O, DB-K2-C, DB-K3-C, RX-K1-C, RX-K2-C, RX-K3-C, and BMS-K1-C. Third group with more adaptive character includes DB-K1-C and BMS-K2-C.
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Abbreviations

Dubang (DB)
Reed Extra (RX)
Bumisari (BMS)

Weeks After Grafting (WAG)

Quantum Geographic Information System (QGIS)

Paleontological Statistic (PAST)

BMS-K1-C : Bumisari Orchard 1 Close Canopy
BMS-K1-O : Bumisari Orchard 1 Open Canopy
BMS-K2-C : Bumisari Orchard 2 Close Canopy
BMS-K2-O : Bumisari Orchard 2 Open Canopy
BMS-K3-C : Bumisari Orchard 3 Close Canopy
BMS-K3-O : Bumisari Orchard 3 Close Canopy
DB-K1-C : Dubang Orchard 1 Close Canopy
DB-K1-O : Dubang Orchard 1 Open Canopy
DB-K2-C : Dubang Orchard 2 Close Canopy
**1. INTRODUCTION**

Durian (*Durio zibethinus* Murr.) is native to southeastern Asia [1]. In Southeast Asia region, Indonesia is one of the centers for genetic diversity of durian [2]. The genetic variety of durian in Indonesia provides important germplasm for breeding durian plants in Indonesia [3]. In Indonesia, durians mostly found in home garden of local people, especially home garden and orchards which area managed through agro forestry systems. In such system, durian grows with other three species such mangosteen, coffee and coconut.

Banyuwangi is one of the potential areas for durian development. Local people, locally called Osingnese, traditionally cultivated durian in orchards and home gardens surrounding local settlement. There are about 82,143.63 ha (14-21% of the region Banyuwangi) of orchards in Banyuwangi which are potential for crops and fruit plant development, including durians [3]. In Banyuwangi, however, durian production is still low. The productivity of durian in 2012 was about 5,888.5 tons or 152.00 quintals/ha [4]. Compared to the other regency in East Java, the production of Durian in Banyuwangi was low. Statistical report shows that Pasuruan has production of about 84,670 tons. Trenggalek regency able to produce durian about 24,990 tons, and Malang produce about 15,140 tons [5].

Grafting is one of the methods to improve durian trees to produce high quality of fruits. Grafting technique has been used to increase properties of plants, including fix heterosis, save endangered species, create a quality of a good crop, and regulate size plant [6], control sex differentiation, scatter the seeds and virus free-saplings, set the period of ripeness [7], and determine genetic stability of some clonal variation [8]. Grafting wild durians seedling in indigenous orchards become the important strategy to improve future durian tree productivity [9]. It is especially important in Banyuwangi regency. This study aimed to assess survival rate of grafted seedling of local Durian (*D. zibhetinus* Murr.) in the Osingnese orchards, Banyuwangi.

**2. MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**2.1. Study Site**
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![Figure 1. The location of study sites and orchards for grafting experiment in the field in Oisingnese](image)

This study was conducted in Pakel village (Licin) in Banyuwangi district, East Java, Indonesia on February-November 2015. The area was located at the coordinates 08°11′59.9″N, 114°13′51″E. This area is located in the slope of Mts. Ijen and having contour highlands at 300-600 m asl with a slope 15–40%. Average rainfall was 157 mm with the lowest precipitation is in the ends of November (33.7 mm), while the highest rainfall occurs in January (306 mm) [4].

The field research experiment was set up at three locations (Fig.1). The orchards experiments are spread around the main road of Pakel village. The distance of each orchard experiments with residential areas is 100-500m. The experimental orchards ranged 0.54-1 ha at different altitude. The first orchard located at the altitude of 400-450 m asl, the second orchard located at altitude of 450-500 m asl and the third orchard located at altitude of 500-550 m asl.

2.2. Mapping the Distribution of Wild Seed Durian in the Experiment Orchard

The orchard experiment and the location of growing wild seed Durian experiment was mapped with recording data coordinates through Global Positioning System (GPS). Target of mapping was mature individual durian and other trees which are grow in orchards. Coordinate data is mapped and spatially analyzed by application of Quantum Geographic Information System (QGIS) 2.8 (wien) [10]. Map data was analyzed through overlay techniques with contours map which is resulting from ASTER GDEM V2 image (a product of METI and NASA). The overlay process also used digital earth maps of Indonesia, Licin sub-district 2006 sheets of 1707-432 as references. Coordinates data was processed further by use the geo-processing feature tools using Quantum GIS.

2.3. Grafting Wild Seedling Durian

The selected individual rootstock of durian for grafting was seedling with having age 4-5 months and height of 30-60 cm. Three red durian variants include of *Dubang* (DB), *Reed Extra* (RX), and *Bumisari* (BMS) was used as scion. Design for the experiment was following Randomized Complete Block Design. In each orchard, 6 grafting experiment was done with combination seedling location and scion sources were: open + RX, open + DB, open + BMS, close + Rx, close + DB, and close + BMS, in 5 repetitions, with total about 90 grafted seedlings. The observation on survival rates of scion and grafted individual was observed 2 weeks after grafting (WAG). Observation was done periodically every two weeks. Observation was stopped in 12 WAG.

2.4. Data Analysis

Survival rate analysis of grafting result was done by the calculation on survive scion and dead scion. Data was tabulated in Microsoft Excel 2010 to find out the percentage rate survival scion from experiments. Analysis of scion growth was done to understand the scion character growth of three variants superior durian Banyuwangi which based on treatments. Analysis of multivariate Clusters and biplot used Paleontological Statistic (PAST) to find out grouping variant durian based on multivariate character of growth scion after grafting [11].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Distribution of Seedling

The distribution of durian seedling in three experiment orchards was commonly clumped. There are tendency of seedling grows near the parent tree. Based on the plant height, seedling durian could be classified into two parts, seedling having height 30-60 cm and 1-2 m.

In the first orchard, the growing seedling and grafting durian widely grew on slope 25-45% and spread at altitude of 415-475 m asl. Besides tree of durian, there are several plant which are significantly contributes to the canopy effect on orchards, namely *Syzygium aqueum*, *Swietenia mahagoni* L., *Garcinia mangostana* L., *Mangifera indica*, and *Chrysophyllum cainito* (Fig. 2a). In the second orchard, distribution seedling and grafting durian was spread at altitude of 462.5-487 m asl and most on slope 8-15% and slope 15-25%. Other plant contributes to the canopy effect are *S. aromaticum*, *S. Mahagoni* L., *G. Mangostana* L., and *C. cainito* (Fig 2b). In the third orchard, distribution seedling and grafting durian was clumped at altitude of 560 and 540 m asl, it was
clumped among slope 0-8%, 8-15% and 25-45%. Several plants which are providing canopy impact to orchards are *S. mahagoni* L., *G. Mangostana* L., and *C. Cainito* (Fig 2c).
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**Figure 2.** Maps of seedling and grafting durian distribution in Osingnese orchards in Banyuwangi

(a) First Orchards (b) Second orchards (c) third orchards

The seedling distribution in surrounding area of parent tree point reflects the human impact of seedling distribution. Gardens owner often consume the mature fallen fruit near the parent durian tree (Fig. 2). Except the first orchard, the existence of two springs on a land with slope 25-45% plays an important role in the distribution of seedling. The availability of water and humidity is a requirement major in an earlier stage of life to undergo germination [12]. The springs are very important for determining the distribution pattern of species [13, 14].

Based on observations in the field, there are some species contributes to the canopy development which are affect durian seedling. These were found in three experiment orchard. This finding consistent with the research’s result of previous research, that the Osingnese cultivates numerous fruit and woody trees species in home garden and orchards for numerous purposes[15]. This is known as agro forestry orchard. Agroforestry is important for economic stability of local people [16], and also contributes significantly in biodiversity conservation.

### 3.2. Survival Rate of Scion and Grafted-Seedlings

![Figure 3. Survival rate of grafting durian in orchards Osing tribe Banyuwangi](image)

The serial observation about survival rate of scion and grafted seedling is shown in Fig.3. Survival rate scion tended to be stable after fourth observation (8 WAG). The death scion occurred in 2 WAG until 4 WAG. It could be caused by a failure of the unification of vascular tissue between scion and rootstock. Previous study mentioned there are three mechanism of rootstock-scion joining in early process of grafting, namely adhesion rootstock into the top (scion), proliferation of callus on interface (between incision) rootstocks and scion and the vascular interface differentiation in connection [17]. Scion will not succeed to continue its growth except vascular tissue is being connected. The proper joining of two tissues ensures the transportation of water, mineral and nutrients.

Based on the observations on 12 WAG, the highest survival rate is DB variant scion in the first orchard located in close canopy (80%), and followed by BMS variant scion in the third orchard located in close canopy (60%). DB variant seems to be compatible scion for grafting seedling in first orchards. BMS variant considered as better scion in grafting in the third orchard. Expert pointed out that grafting durian in the orchard influenced by environmental factors like temperature, moisture, and...
the intensity of light [17]. High temperature and low humidity air will increases the risk of a failure in the commission. Cambium and cells parenchyma consisting of callus tissue is a thin and soft so it is sensitive to drought [18].

3.3. Height and Diameter of the Scion

![Graphs showing height and diameter of scion](image)

**Figure 4. Height and diameter of scion**

(a) Dubang (DB) variant in 1st orchard, (b) in 2nd orchard, (c) in 3rd orchard, (d) Reed Extra (RX) variant in 1st orchard, (e) in 2nd orchard, (f) in 3rd orchard, (g) Bumisari (BMS) variant in 1st orchard, (h) in 2nd orchard, (i) in 3rd orchard

After 12 WAG, DB variant was having best average high scion in three grafting locations, i.e. 12.25 cm in the first orchard, 11.5 cm in the second and third orchard (Fig. 4a,b,c). The average of scion height of DB variant in all locations indicates that the scion of DB variant grew better than the other variant.

The result of scion diameter measurement showed that DB, RX and BMS variant in close canopy has higher diameter compared to the scion in open canopy. In the first orchard, DB variant in close canopy has greatest diameter average 3.1 mm (Fig.4a), while the second orchards DB, RX and BMS variant in close canopy has an average of the greatest diameter 3 mm (Fig.4b,c,h). In third orchard location, BMS variants in close canopy have the largest scion diameter (3.06 mm) (Fig.4i).

The rapid of growth of grafting diameter indicate that the grafting was going well [19]. The
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The differences in the height of scion is influenced by the ability of rootstocks and scion in nutrient absorption and distribution from the root to leaf [20].

The results of overall, grafting in the area of close canopy had an average of height and diameter of scion that is better compared to the open canopy. This indicates that canopy contributes to the significant impact on the growth of scion height as the results of grafting. The existence of canopy affects the light intensity. Less intensity of light will tend to make plants to grow faster [21].

### 3.4. Number of Leaves and Shoots in Scion

![Graphs showing number of leaves and shoots in scion](image)

**Figure 5.** The average number of leaves and number of shoots in scion

(a) Dubang (DB) variant in 1st orchard, (b) in 2nd orchard, (c) in 3rd orchard, (d) Reed Extra (RX) variant in 1st orchard, (e) in 2nd orchard, (f) in 3rd orchard, (g) Bumisari (BMS) variant in 1st orchard, (h) in 2nd orchard, (i) in 3rd orchard.

The number of leaves in the scion of all variant used in grafting (DB, RX, and BMS) was highest in close canopy area compared to the open canopy area (Fig. 5). Based on observation in 12 WAG, DB variant in first orchards which is located in close canopy has highest number of leaves about 3.5 leaves in average. In second orchard, RX and BMS variant in close canopy have highest number of leaves about 3 leaves in average (Fig. 5e, h). While in third orchard, variant BMS in close canopy having the highest average number of leaves about 3.3 leaves in average (Fig. 5i).

The number of shoots at 12 WAG of the variant DB, RX and BMS on a close canopy area similar with number of shoots in open canopy. In first orchard, DB variant on close canopy an area has the largest number (1.75 shoots), while in second variant in close canopy having the highest number of shoots about 1.5 shoots. BMS variant in thirds area in close canopy having highest number of shoots about 1.6 shoots in average (Fig. 5)
The high number of leaves of DB variant in close canopy in first orchard and BMS in close canopy in thirds orchards was caused by the success of joint tissue between rootstocks and scion. The success of connection triggering transformation of mineral and water to all parts of scion that will affect the growth of leaves [22].

The high average number of shoots in first orchard was seems to berated into the environmental factor. The existence of water springs in first orchard contributes to the water resources availability for plants, including durian seedling, to establish area with abundance plant species. These causes the high level air humidity which is contributes to the plant seedling survival. Springs water also contributes to the water content in the soil [23].

3.5. The Similarity Adaptation Scion of Several Durian Variant

![Figure 6. Grouping character of scion growing (a) cluster of growth scion (b) biplot of growth scion](image)

The analysis of grouping character using clusters and biplot (PAST) in growth grafting scion durian results three characters of growth. Group I is characterized as less adaptive, the group II is adaptive and the group III is more adaptive (Fig. 6a). The first group characterized by the low value of all parameter growth as specified height, diameter, number of leaves, shoots, and survival rate. The second group has the adaptation ability better than the first orchards. It has high value on plant’s height, diameter, number of leaves, shoots, and survival rate. The thirds groups are the most adaptive group which is characterized by the high value of growth parameters (Fig. 6b).

Group I is less adaptive such as: BMS-K2-C, BMS-K2-O, BMS-K1-O, BMS-K3-O, RX-K1-O, RX-K2-O, RX-K3-O, DB-K3-O, and DB-K2-O. Group II is adaptive such as is: RX-K1-C, RX-K2-C, RX-K3-C, DB-K2-C, DB-K3-C, DB-K1-O and BMS-K1-C. Group III is most adaptive that is DB-K1-C and BMS-K3-C. Increasing number of leaves growth, number of shoots, scion height and diameter seems to be related to both environmental and physiological aspect of grafted individuals. Therefore, for the success of grafting in the field, environmental conditions should be considered as a crucial factor.

4. CONCLUSION

The survival rate of grafting scion durian in the area of experiment shows that connection in close
canopy is higher than in open canopy. In the first orchard, DB variant in close canopy having best survival rate about 80%. In the second orchard, the best survival rate of DB and BMS scion variant in close canopy was 40%. In the third orchard, BMS scion variant in close canopy having best survival rate about 60%. The character of scion growth can be classified into three groups. Group 1 is less adaptive (BMS-K1-C, RX-K1-O, BMS-K1-O, RX-K1-C, BMS-K2-O, RX-K1-O, DB-K1-O, DB-K2-O, BMS-K1-O), Group 2 is adaptive (RX-K1-C, RX-K1-C, RX-K1-C, DB-K2-C, DB-K1-C, DB-K1-O, BMS-K1-C), the third is more adaptive (DB-K1-C and BMS-K1-C).
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